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QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT AND COMMUNICATION 
COMPLEXITY* 
HARRY BUHRMANt, RICHARD CLEVEt, AND WIM VAN DAM§ 
Abstract. We consider a variation of the communication complexity scenario, where the parties 
are supplied with an extra resource: particles in an entangled quantum state. We note that ·'quantum 
nonlocality" can be naturally expressed in the language of communication complexity. These are 
communication complexity problems where the "output" is embodied in the correlations between the 
outputs of the individual parties. Without entanglement, the parties must communicate to produce 
the required correlations; whereas, with entanglement, no communication is necessary to produce the 
correlations. In this sense, nonlocality proofs can also be viewed as communication complexity prob-
lems where the presence of quantum entanglement reduces the amount of necessary communication. 
We show how to transform examples of nonlocality into more traditional communication complexity 
problems, where the output is explicitly determined by each individual party. The resulting prob-
lems require communication with or without entanglement, but the required communication is less 
when entanglement is available. All these results are a noteworthy contrast to the well-known fact 
that entanglement cannot be used to actually simulate or compress classical communication between 
remote parties. 
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1. Introduction and summary of results. One of the most remarkable as-
pects of quantum physics is the notion of q'Uantum entanglement. If two particles 
are in an entangled state, then, even if the particles are physically separated by a 
great distance, they behave in some respects as a single entity. The entangled par-
ticles exhibit what physicists call nonlocal effects. Informally, these are effects that 
cannot occur in a world governed by the laws of "classical" physics unless communi-
cation occurs between the particles. Moreover, if the physical separation between the 
particles is large and the time between the observations is small, then this entailed 
communication may exceed the speed of light! Nonlocal effects were alluded to in a 
famous 1935 paper by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen [13]. Einstein later referred to 
this as spukhafte Femwirk'Ungen (spooky actions at a distance) (see [12, 25, 30] for 
more historical background). In 1964, Bell [3] formalized the notion of two-particle 
nonlocality in terms of correlations among probabilities in a scenario where one of 
a number of a measurements are performed on each particle. He showed that the 
results of the measurements that occur quantum physically can be correlated in a 
way that cannot occur classically unless the type of measurement selected to be per-
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formed on one particle affects the result of the measurement performed on the other · 
particle. 
In reality--which is quantum physical-the nonlocal effects exhibited by entan-
gled particles do not involve any communication (consequently, nonlocality does not 
entail communication faster than the speed of light). In operational terms, the 
·'spooky actions at a distance" that Einstein referred to cannot be used to simu-
late a communication channel. More precisely, if two physically separated parties, 
Alice and Bob, initially possess entangled particles and then Alice is given an arbi-
trary n-bit string x, there is no way for Alice to manipulate her particles in order to 
convey any information about x to Bob (unless she explicitly sends that information 
to him). Moreover, entanglement cannot even be used to compress the information in 
x: for Alice to convey x to Bob, she must in general send n bits-any smaller number 
will not suffice. The proof of this is based on a fundamental theorem in quantum 
information theory due to Holevo [17] (see also [16, 10]). Similar results apply to 
communication involving more than two parties. 
Now consider the communication complexity scenario introduced by Yao [33]. 
Alice obtains an n-bit string x and Bob obtains an n-bit string y, and the goal is for 
them to determine f(x, y), for some function J: {O, l}n x {O, lV' ---> {O, 1}, with as 
little communication between them as possible. Clearly, n + 1 bits of communication 
always suffice (Alice sends all her n bits to Bob, Bob computes j(x, y) and sends the 
one-bit answer to Alice), but for some functions fewer bits suffice. This scenario and 
variations of it have been widely studied (see [23] for an extensive survey). 
In one variation of the above communication complexity scenario, there are more 
than two parties, each of which is given a subset of the input data. In another varia-
tion, all parties have access to a common "public" string of random bits. This string 
can be assumed to have been communicated during a "set up" stage prior to the par-
ties being given their input data. For some functions, this prior random string reduces 
the communication complexity for a worst-case input if a small error probability is 
permitted (here, a worst-case input is understood to be chosen independently of the 
random string). 
The first variation of the communication complexity scenario that incorporates 
quantum information was proposed by Yao [34]. In this model, Alice and Bob are 
allowed to communicate with quantum bits (qubits) rather than classical bits. Kremer 
[22] includes many important definitions and basic results for this model, including a 
proof that for the INNER PRODUCT function f(:r, y) = Xo ·Yo+ x 1 · Y1 + · · · + Xn-1 · 
Yn-1 mod 2, the qubit communication must be !l(n) qubits. These works leave open 
the question of whether quantum information can ever be advantageous over classical 
information for a communication complexity problem. 
In the present paper, we consider an alternate way of incorporating quantum 
information into the communication complexity scenario. Here Alice and Bob's com-
munication is with classical bits, but they are provided with a priori information that 
is entangled. On the face of it, it may appear that a prior quantum entanglement 
cannot reduce communication complexity because of the aforementioned theorem of 
Holevo. Consider the following informal argument, where Alice and Bob are given 
input strings :z: and y, and their goal is to collectively determine f(x, y): 
1. Assume that the classical communication complexity of function f(x, y) is k. 
That is, k bits of communication are necessary for Alice and Bob to acquire 
the answer. 
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2. By Holevo's Theorem [17]. the prior entanglement cannot simulate or even 
compress any particular message in a classical conmmnication protocol. 
3. Ergo, even with prior entanglement, the cornnnmication complexity of f(x, y) 
is k. 
A similar informal argument could be made for three-party scenarios. \Ve shall demon-
strate that this conclusion is incorrect for both scenarios. 
Our first counterexample is in a three-party setting. \Ve give an example of a 
function f: {0,1}2 x {0,1} 2 x {0,1}2 ----> {0,1}, where, without prior quantum en-
tanglement, four bits of communication are necessary to compute f (x, y, z); whereas, 
with prior quantum entanglement, three bits of communication are S'ufficient to com-
pute f(:r,y,z). The function is actually a partial function, defined on a subset of 
{O, 1}2 x{0,1} 2 x {O, 1}2 (i.e., the input data (x, y, z) obeys a certain "promise''). If 
we want to allow any input combination, then f can be defined as a relation (rather 
than a function). The protocol employing quantum entanglement uses less communi-
cation than necessary by any classical protocol by manipulating the entanglement so 
as to circumvent (rather thau simulate) comnmnication. Our technique is based on 
an interesting example of tripartite nonlocality due to l'viermin [26]. Mermin's result 
is a refinement (from four components to three) of a similar result by Greenberger, 
Horne, and Zeilinger [14]. 
We also give an exarnple of a two-party probabilistic communication complexity 
scenario with a function g : { 0, 1 }2 x { 0, 1 }2 ----> { 0, 1} for which, with a classical shared 
random string but no prior entanglement, three bits of communication are necessary 
to compute g(x,y) with probability at least cos2 (*) = 0.853 ... ; whereas, with prior 
entanglement, two bits of communication are snfficicnt to compute g(x, y) with the 
same probability. Unlike the previous three-party example, this function does not 
require a promise on the input data (J.·, y). The correlations in this two-party scenario 
are based on an example of nonlocality due to Clauser et al. [8]. 
Although, in both of the above cases, the savings in communication are not in an 
asymptotic setting, these results demonstrate that quantum entanglement can change 
the nature of communication complexity. After the initial announcement of these 
results and those of [9], several stronger quantum vs. classical separations appeared, 
and these are briefly reviewed in section 5. 
2. Three-party deterministic scenarios. Let us begin by considering the 
following scenario, which is a reformulation of the one in [26] but cast in terms of 
data processing. Alice, Bob, and Carol receive input bits :i:, y, and z, respectively, 
which are arbitrary subject to the condition that :.r Efi y (fl z = 0. Once they receive 
their input data, they are forbidden from having any communication between them. 
Their goal is to produce output bits a, b, and c, respectively, such that 
(2.1) if :r:yz = OOO, if xyz E {011, 101, 110}. 
Let us consider whether or not the trio can accomplish the above in terms of 
classical information. Since Alice cannot receive any information from Bob or Carol, 
her output bit a can depend only on the value of her input bit x:. Let a0 (respectively, 
a 1 ) be Alice's output when her input bit is 0 [l]. Similarly, let b0 , b1 and c0 , c1 
be Bob and Carol's outputs for their respective input values. Note that the six bits 
a0 , a 1 , b0 , b1, co, c1 completely characterize any (deterministic) strategy of Alice, Bob, 
and Carol (and probabilistic strategies will not help here since no error probability is 
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permitted). The conditions of the problem translate into the equations 
(2.2) 
ao ffi bo El.) co = 0, 
ao EB b1 EB c1 = 1, 
01 EB bo EB c1 = 1, 
a1 EB b1 EB co = 1. 
It is impossible to satisfy all four equations simultaneously. This is because summing 
the four equations (modulo two) yields 0 = l. Therefore, for any strategy, there exists 
an input configuration xyz E {OOO, 011, 101, 110} for which it fails. 
Now consider the same problem, but where Alice, Bob, and Carol are supplied 
with qubits QA, Os, and Oc, respectively, where the state of QA QBQc is initialized 
to 
(2.3) ~(1000) -1011) -1101) -1110)). 
The parties are allowed to apply unitary transformations and perform measurements 
on their individual qubits, but communication between the parties is still forbidden. 
It turns out that now the parties can produce a, b, c satisfying (2.1). This is achieved 
by the following procedures: 
Procedure for Alice: 
if :r = 1 then apply H to QA 
measure QA yielding bit a 
Procedure for Carol: 
if z = 1 then apply H to Oc 
measure Oc yielding bit c 
Procedure for Bob: 
if y = 1 then apply H to QB 
measure Q8 yielding bit b 
In the above, H is the Hadamard transform, which is represented in the standard 
basis (IO) and II)) as 
(2.4) 
and the measurements are performed in the standard basis. 
We claim that the described procedure produces three output bits a, b, and c, 
satisfying (2.1). To see why this is so, first consider the case where xyz = 000. In 
this case, no H transform is applied to any of the three qubits. Therefore QA Q sOc 
is measured directly in state (2.3), so the results will satisfy a EB b EB c = 0. 
Next, in the case where xyz = 011, a Hadamard transform is applied to Q 8 and 
to Oc but not to QA· Therefore 0.A.OsOc is measured in state 
(2.5)! ~ H@ H (~(!OOO) - 1011) -1101) -1110))) = ~(1001) + 1010) - 1100) + 1111) ), 
so a EE' b EB c = 1. The remaining cases where xyz = 101 and 110 are similar by the 
symmetry of state (2.3). 
Note that a, b, and c by themselves are just random bits, uncorrelated with :ryz. It 
is only the trivariate correlations among a, b, and c that are related to the input data 
xyz. Although the above task has some of the fiavor of a communication complexity 
problem, it is technically different in that individual parties acquire no information. 
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We now construct a function based on the above where the presence of entanglement 
reduces its communication complexity. 
Consider the function f defined on all triples (x, y, z) E {O, 1, 2, 3} x {O, 1, 2, 3} x 
{O, 1, 2, 3} which 1mtisfy the condition 
(2.6) :r + y + z = 0 (mod 2) 
for which its value is given as 
(2.7) f ( ) ( x + y + z) mod 4 x,y,z = 2 
(the value is always 0 or 1 by (2.6)). We represent the numbers x, y, and z in binary 
notation as x1xo, Y1Yo, and z1zo. In terms of these bits, the condition of (2.6) is 
(2.8) xo ffi Yo $ zo = 0, 
and the function of (2.7) for inputs satisfying (2.8) is 
(2.9) f(x, y, z) = x1 $ Y1 $ z1 ffi (a:o V Yo V zo). 
We assume the standard multiparty communication channel, where each bit that a 
party sends is broadcast to all other parties. Also, at the conclusion of the protocol, 
all parties must be able to determine the value of the function. 
In the following two subsections, we show that with a prior entanglement, three 
bits of communication are sufficient to compute f(x, y, z), whereas, without a prior 
entanglement, four bits of communication are necessary to compute f(x, y, z). 
2.1. The communication complexity with quantum entanglement is 
three bits. We now ::;how that if Alice, Bob, and Carol initially ::;hare qubits QA, Q8 , 
and Oc, respectively, in ::;tate (2.3), then there is a protocol for f where each party 
broadcasts only a single cla::;::;ical bit. The idea is based on applying the procedures 
at the beginning of this section using x 0y0 z0 as the input. This requires no commu-
nication and provides Alice, Bob, and Carol with bits a, b, and c, ret:ipectively, such 
that a tfJ b EB c = l:o V y0 V zo (by (2.1)). Next Alice broadcasts the bit (x1 EB a), Bob 
broadcasts (y1 EB b), and Carol broadcasts (z1 EB c). At this point, each party knows 
(x1 Ee a), (Y1 EB b), and (z1 EB c), from which they can each determine the bit 
(2.10) 
as required. 
(::1:1 EB a) EB (Y1 EB b) EB (z1 EB c) = X1 El Y1 EB z1 El (a EB b EB c) 
= 1:1 EB Y1 EB z1 EB (xo V Yo V zo) 
= f(x, y, z), 
2.2. The communication complexity without quantum entanglement is 
four bits. In this section, we show that in the classical setting, four bits of commu-
nication are necessary to compute f(x, y, z). 
One can view any k-bit protocol as a binary tree of depth k, where each node that 
is not a leaf is labeled A(lice), B(ob), or C(arol). This labeling indicates which party 
will broadcast the next bit. An execution of the protocol corresponds to a path from 
the root of the tree to a leaf. Each leaf node is labeled 0 or 1, indicating the common 
output that results from the execution leading to that leaf. To establish our lower 
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bound. it suffices to show that no protocol-tree of depth three correctly computes 
f(.i:, y. z). 
\VC' use the following lemrmt, which implies that in any correct protocol, all three 
parties must broadcast at least one bit. 
LEl\!l\IA 2.1. For any correct protocol-tree. on euery path frmn ·its root to a leaf, 
each of A, B. and C rnnst occur as a label at least once. 
Proof Suppose that there exists a path along which one party, say, A, does not 
occur as a label. Let the leaf of that path be labeled l E {O, 1}. Since this path does 
not include any reference to Alice's data, the same path is taken if X1 is negated and 
all other input bits are held constant. However, by (2.9), negating :i::1 also negates 
the value of f(1•,y.::::). so the protocol cannot be correct for both possible values of 
J.'l· 0 
NPxt suppose we have a protocol-tree of depth three for f(:r, y, z). Assume, with-
out loss of generality. that the root of the tree is labeled A. The bit that Alice broad-
ca8t8 is some function 1> : { 0, 1 }2 _, {O. 1} of her input data J: alone. The function ~ 
partitions {O, 1}2 into two classes, q)- 1 (0) and q)- 1 (1). Call these two classes So and 
S1 and assume (without loss of generality) that 00 E So. 
Next assume for the moment that the two children of the root of the protocol-tree 
are both labeled B (we shall see later that the other cases can be handled similarly). 
Then, by Lemma 2, the four children of B are all labeled C. Therefore, after Alice 
and Bob each send a bit, Carol must have enough information to determine the value 
of f ( :r, y, z), since Carol broadcaBts the third bit and doeB not gain any information 
from doing this. \Ve shall show that this is impossible whatever So and S1 are. 
There are two cases (the second of which has three subcasef:i). 
Case 1. ISol = 1. Recall that 00 E S 0 , so 01, 10, 11 E S'i. Now. Bhould the bit that 
Alice broadcasts specify that .r E 81 • Bob mtrnt follow thiB by broadcasting one bit 
from which Carol can completely determine the value of f(J:, y, z). Suppose that Bob 
Rends the bit cousititent with y = 01. If z = 00, then, from Carol's perspective, the 
posBible values of (:r, y, z) include (01. 01, 00) and (11, 01, 00) for which the respective 
values of f(:r, y, z) are 1and0. Therefore Carol cannot determine the value of f(x, y, z) 
in this caBe. 
Ca.se 2. I So I ::::: 2. There are three sub cases where Su contains en, 10, or 11 in 
addition to 00. 
Ca.se 2.1. S0 contains 00 and 01. Here we consider the case where Alice broad-
casts the bit Bpecifying that a:: E So. Bob mm;t follow thiB by broadcasting one bit 
from which Carol can completely determine the value of f(x, y, z). The bit that Bob 
broadcasts induces a partition of the possible valueB for y into two classef:i. If z = 00, 
then, from Carol's perspective, after receiving Alice's bit but before receiving Bob's 
bit, the possible values of (:J.:, y, z) include (00, 00, 00), (00, 10, 00), (01, 01, 00), and 
(OL 11,00), and the respective values of f(1:,y,z) on theBe points are 0, 1, 1, and 
0. Therefore, for the protocol to be successful in this c:a8e, the partition that Bob's 
bit induces on y must place 00 and 11 in one class and ()1 and 10 in the other class 
(otherwise Carol would not be able to determine f(.c, y, z) when z = 00). On the 
other hand, if z = 01, then, from Carol's perspective, the possible values of (x, y, z) 
include (00, 01, 01), (00, 11, 01), (01, 00, 01), and (01, HJ, 01), and the respective val-
ues off (x, y, z) on theBe points are 1, 0, 1, and 0. Since we have established that 
Bob's bit doeB not distinguish between y = 00 and y = 11, Bob's bit is not sufficient 
information for Carol to determine f(x, y, z) in this case. 
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Case 2.2. So contains 00 and 10. The argument is similar to that in Case l. 
Assume that Alice sends the bit specifying that x E S0 . If Bob follows this by 
sending the bit consistent with y = 00 and z = 00, then, from Carol's perspective, 
the possible values of (x, y, z) include (00, 00, 00) and (10, 00, 00), and the respective 
values of f(x, y, z) on these points are O and 1. Thus Carol cannot determine the 
value off (x, y, z) in this case. 
Case 2.3. So contains 00 and 11. The argument is similar to Case 2.1. Suppose 
that Alice broadcasts the bit specifying that x E So. Consider Carol's perspective. If 
z = 00, then the possible values of (x, y, z) include (00, 00, 00), (00, 10, 00), (11, 01, 00), 
and (11, 11, 00), and the respective values of f(x, y, z) on these points are 0, 1, 0, and 1; 
whereas, if z = 01, then the possible values of (x, y, z) include (00, 01, 10), (00, 11, 01), 
(11, 00, 01), and (11, 10, 01), and the respective values of f(x, y, z) on these points are 
1, 0, 0, l. No binary partitioning of y will work for both possibilities. 
The cases where the two children of the root of the protocol-tree are CC, CB, and 
BC have an analogous proof as above with the roles of B and C possibly reversed. 
This completes the proof of the lower bound of four bits. The following deter-
ministic four-bit protocol shows that this bound is tight. 
A classical four bit protocol. First, Bob and Carol start by broadcasting the 
bits yo, Y1 (Bob) and z1 (Carol). After that, Alice now knows-by the promise of 
(2.8)-the bit z0 = xo EB y0 and hence all six bit values involved. The fourth and last 
bit of communication is therefore the announcement of the answer f (x, y, z) by Alice 
to Bob and Carol. 
3. Two-party probabilistic scenarios. The following scenario can be viewed 
as a reformulation of the nonlocality proof in [8] into data processing terminology. 
Alice and Bob receive input bits x and y, respectively, and, after this, they are for-
bidden from communicating with each other. Their goal is to produce output bits a 
and b, respectively, such that 
(3.1) a EB b = x /\ ·y, 
or, failing that, to satisfy this condition with as high a probability as possible. 
To analyze the situation in terms of classical information, first consider the case of 
deterministic strategies. For these, Alice's output bit depends solely on her input bit 
x and similarly for Bob. Let a0 , a 1 be the two possibilities for Alice and b0 , b1 be the 
two possibilities for Bob. These four bits completely characterize any deterministic 
strategy. Condition (3.1) translates into the equations 
(3.2) 
ao EB bo = 0, 
ao EB b1 = 0, 
a1 EB bo = 0, 
a1 EB b1 = 1. 
It is impossible to satisfy all four equations simultaneously (since summing them mod-
ulo two yields 0 = 1). Therefore it is impossible to satisfy condition (3.1) absolutely. 
By using a probabilistic strategy, Alice and Bob can satisfy condition (3.1) with 
probability ~. For such a strategy, we allow Alice and Bob to have a priori classical 
random variables, whose distribution is independent of that of the inputs x and y. 
Note that any three of the four equations of (3.2) can be simultaneously satisfied. 
The probabilistic strategy now works as follows. Alice and Bob have random variables 
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RA. and Ra, respectively, which are each uniformly distributed over {O, 1, 2, 3} and 
completely correlated with each other (i.e., RA = Rs). These variables specify to 
both of them one of the four equations to violate while satisfying the other three. 
Alice and Bob then follow the deterministic procedure corresponding to a preagreed 
a0 , a 1, b0 , b1 which satisfy the three equations determined by RA. and Ra. It is easy 
to see that (a) for any input xy, the resulting outputs satisfy condition (3.1) with 
probability ~, and (b) this is optimal in that no probabilistic strategy can attain a 
success probability greater than £. 
Now consider the same problem but where Alice and Bob are supplied with qubits 
QA and Oa, respectively (instead of random variables), where the state of QA Oa is 
initialized to 
(3.3) jz(IOO) -111)). 
It turns out that now the parties can produce data that satisfies condition (3.1) with 
probability cos2 ( ~) = 0.853 ... , which is higher than what is possible in the classical 
case. This is achieved by the following procedures: 
Procedure for Alice: 
if ::c = 0 then 
apply R(- ~)to QA 
else 
apply R( 1~) to QA 
measure QA yielding bit a 
Procedure for Bob: 
if y = 0 then 
apply R(-{'i,) to Oa 
else 
apply R( :~~) to Q B 
measure Q B yielding bit b 
In the above, R( 8) is the rotation by angle e which is represented in the standard 
basis as 
(3.4) R(B) = (c~s8 
sm 8 
- sin(}) 
cos8 ' 
and the measurements are performed in the standard basis. If Alice rotates by 81 and 
Bob rotates by 82, then the state of QA Oa becomes 
(3.5) Jz (cos(81 + 82)(100) - 111)) + sin(81 + 82)(101) + I 10))), 
and, after the measurements, the probability that a E9 b = 0 is cos2 ( 81 + fh). It is now 
straightforward to verify that condition (3.1) is satisfied with probability cos2 ( ~) for 
all input possibilities. 
From the above, we can construct a function for which the presence of en-
tanglement reduces its communication complexity in a probabilistic: sense. Define 
g: {O, 1}2 x{O,1} 2 -+ {O, l} as 
(3.6) g(x, y) = X1 E9 Y1 EB (xo /\Yo). 
An execution of a probabilistic protocol for g is considered successful if and only if 
the value determined by Alice and the value determined by Bob are both correct. 
In the following two subsections, we show that, with a prior quantum entan-
glement and two bits of communication, the probability of success can be at least 
cos2 (~) = 0.853 ... , whereas, with a shared random string instead of quantum entan-
glement and two bits of communication, the probability of success cannot exceed £. 
Thus, without prior entanglement, to achieve a success probability of at least cos2 ( ~), 
three bits of communication are necessary. 
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TABLE 3.1 
The values of g(x, y). The columns are indexed by x and the rows are indexed by y. 
g(x,y) 00 01 10 11 
00 0 0 1 1 
01 0 1 1 0 
10 1 I 0 0 
11 1 0 0 1 
3.1. With quantum entanglement. Here we show that if Alice and Bob ini-
tially share qubits QA and QB, respectively, in state (3.3), then there is a protocol 
which successfully computes g with probability cos2 ( i). Alice and Bob first apply 
the procedures at the beginning of this section using x 0y0 as input. This requires no 
communication and provides Alice and Bob with bits a and b, respectively, such that 
Pr[a EfJ b = xo /\Yo] = cos2 (i). Then Alice sends (a EfJ x1 ) to Bob, and Bob sends 
(b EfJ y1 ) to Alice. At this point, each party can determine the bit 
(3.7) 
which equals x 1 EfJ y1 EfJ (xo /\ y0 ) = g(x, y) with probability cos2 ( ~ ), as required. 
3.2. With shared classical random bits but no quantum entanglement. 
We now show that if Alice and Bob initially share classical random bits but no quan-
tum entanglement, then there is no two-bit protocol in which both parties output the 
correct value of g(x, y) with probability greater than ~· By Theorem 3.20 of [23], it 
is sufficient to prove the lower bound on the error probability for all deterministic 
protocols with respect to random inputs from {O, 1} 2 x {O, 1}2 (which we can take 
to be uniformly distributed). As noted in section 2.2, we can represent any two-bit 
protocol as a binary tree of depth two with nonleaf nodes labeled A(lice) and B(ob). 
Assume, without loss of generality, that the root of the protocol-tree is labeled A. 
The first bit that Alice sends is some function cp: {O, 1}2 --> {O, 1} of her input data x 
alone. The function rp partitions {O, 1}2 into two classes S0 = cp- 1(0) and S1 = ijl- 1 (1). 
Let the first and second children of the root correspond to the paths traversed when 
the first bit sent (by Alice) indicates that x E So and x E S1 , respectively. We must 
consider all partitions So and S1 in combination with all cases where the two children 
of the root are BB, AB, or AA (the case BA can be omitted by symmetry). 
LEMMA 3 .1. If the child corresponding to Si is labeled B, then, conditioned on 
x E Si, the probability that Bob correctly determines g(x, y) is at most 1 if IS;\ = 1; 
~ if IS;J = 2; ~ if IS;\ = 3; and ~ if !Sil = 4. There is no well-defined probability for 
the empty set IS; I = 0. 
Proof The case where !Sil = 1 is trivial. 
For the case where JSi\ = 2, first consider the subcase where S.; = {00, 01 }. Under 
the condition x E Si, (:r:, y) is a position in one of the first two columns of Table 3.1, 
and Alice's bit to Bob indicates this to him. From Bob's perspective, if y = 00, then 
g(x, y) = 0, so Bob can determine the correct answer. Similarly, if y = 10, then 
g(x,y) = 1, so Bob can determine the correct answer. However, if y = 01, then, 
since the first two columns of the table differ in this row, whatever function of Alice's 
message and y Bob computes, the probability that it will match g(x, y) is at most ~· 
Similarly, if y = 01, then Bob computes the correct answer with probability at most 
~· Since these four values of y are equiprobable, the probability that Bob correctly 
computes g(x, y) conditioned on x E Si is at most i · l + i · l + i · ~ + i · ~ = ~· The 
other five subcases in which !Sil = 2 are handled similarly. 
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For the case where IS;J = 3, first consider the subcase where Si = {00, 01, 10}. 
Under the condition ;r E S;. (x. y) is a position in one of the first three columns of 
Table 3.1. and Alice's bit to Bob indicates this to him. By looking at these three 
columns of Table 3.1. we observe that, from Bob's perspective, whatever the value of 
y. the probability of Bob determining g(x, y) is at most ~. The other two subcases in 
which ISd = 3 are handled similarly. 
The last case jS;I = 4 immediately implies S; = {00, 01, 10, 11}, where Bob re-
ceives no information about the the string x of Alice. For all possible y's, the proba-
bility that Bob guesses g(x, y) correctly is therefore ~-
As the probabilities are conditioned on x being an element of S;, the case of the 
empty set IS.;I = 0 is not well-defined. 0 
Now, by Lemma 3.1. if the two children of the root are BB, then the probability 
. . 1 3 2 3 . that Bob correctly determmes g(x, y) is at most 4 · 1 + 4 · 3 = 4 if I Sol ::f:. IS1I, and 
~ · ~+~·~=~if ISol = ISrl· 
Next, we show that for protocol-trees in which the two children of the root are 
not BB, the correctness probability is actually less than ~. 
LEMMA 3.2. If the child corresponding to S; is labeled A, then, conditioned on 
x E S;, the probability that Alice correctly deterwines g( x, y) is at most ! . 
Proof. If the condition x E S; occurs, then Alice receives no information from 
Bob. Therefore, from Alice's perspective, the value of g(x, y) is either y1 , y1 EB Yo, 
1 $ y1, or 1 ffi y1 ffi Yo (corresponding to the cases x = 00, 01, 10, and 11, respectively). 
The result now follows from the fact that, from Alice's perspective, y is uniformly 
distributed over { 0, 1 }2 . 0 
By Lemma 3.2, it follows that if the two children of the root are AA, then the 
probability that Bob correctly determines g(x, y) is at most ~· The remaining case 
is where the two children of the root are AB. By applying Lemma 3.2 for the first 
child and Lemma 3.1 for the second child, the probability that both Alice and Bob 
correctly determine g(x, y) is at most 
• ~ · ~ + ~ · ~ = ~ if ISol = 1 and IS1I = 3, 
• ! · ~ + ~ · ~ = ~ if ISol = 2 and IS1I = 2, 
• ~ · ! + i · 1 = ~ if I So I = 3 and IS1 I = i. 
This completes the proof that no two-bit protocol is correct with probability more 
than ~· There is a straightforward errorless three-bit protocol. 
4. The qubit model of communication complexity. In the previous two 
sections, novel protocols were obtained in the entanglement model for communication 
complexity, where communication is with classical bits, but the parties have an a 
priori supply of entangled qubits. In the qubit model (introduced by Yao [34] and 
Kremer [22]), the parties have no entanglement but are allowed to communicate with 
qubits in place of classical bits. Qubits cannot be broadcast [32], so in a multiparty 
setting a qubit of communication must be sent to a specific party. 
In this section, we show how to translate the protocols from sections 2 and 3 
in the entanglement model into protocols in the qubit model. By doing so we also 
prove the same separation between qubit communication complexity and classical 
communication complexity. 
4.1. A deterministic three-party qubit protocol. The following protocol 
requires only two qubits plus one classical bit of communication to compute f from 
section 2 with the one-qubit rotation R that we used earlier. 
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Procedure for Alice: 
initialize qubit Q to state IO) 
apply R(x ·%)to Q 
send Q to Bob 
Procedure for Carol: 
receive Q from Bob 
apply R(z ·%)to Q 
measure Q, yielding bit m 
announce the answer m 
Procedure for Bob: 
receive Q from Alice 
apply R(y · %) to Q 
send Q to Carol 
It is straightforward to verify that the final state of qubit Q is 
R(z · i) · R(y · % ) · R(x · i )IO) = cos((x + y + z) · % )\0) + sin((x + y + z) · i) \1) 
(4.1) = lf(x, y, z)), 
which implies that the answer as announced by Carol is indeed correct. 
4.2. A probabilistic two-party qubit protocol. Also the two-party problem 
of section 2 can be translated to the qubit model. The following protocol computes g 
from section 2 with correctness probability 0.853 ... using only one qubit and one bit 
of communication: 
Procedure for Alice: 
initialize qubit Q to state IO) 
apply R((2x1 + xo - ~) · i) to Q 
send Q to Bob 
Procedure for Bob: 
receive Q from Alice 
apply R((2y1 +Yo)·%) to Q 
measure Q, yielding bit m 
announce the answer m 
For any combination of input x and y, this final answer m will be the correct value 
g(:r, y) with probability cos2 ( ~) = 0.853 ... , which is identical to the success rate of 
the entanglement protocol of section 3.1. 
5. Discussion of subsequent work. After the publication of [9] and the an-
nouncement of this article in 1997, several other results in quantum communication 
complexity were obtained. In [6] the three-party problem of Chapter 2 was general-
ized into a k-party problem for which the separation between quantum and classical 
communication complexity is k versus 8(k log k) bits. For the one-round, three-party 
setting this article also proved a difference of n + 1 versus (3/2)n + 1 bits between 
communication with and without initial entanglement. 
A lower bound of S1(n) on the quantum communication complexity of the (two-
party) INNER PRODUCT function in [10] showed that the entanglement model does 
not always allow an improvement over the classical scenario. On the other hand, a 
significant decrease in communication complexity was established for the DISJOINT 
function 
(5_1) D ( ) _ { 0 if there exists an i such that xi = Yi = 1, ISJOINT x, Y - 1 otherwise. 
This well-studied problem has a classical probabilistic communication complexity of 
O(n) [18, 28], while the authors of [5] gave a qubit protocol requiring only 0( yn log n) 
qubits of communication. The question whether there exists a more efficient quantum 
protocol for DISJOINT is still an important open problem. This is especially relevant as 
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DISJOINT is a complete problem for the communication class "co-NP" [2]. The same 
article [5] also contained the first exponential separation for the exact distributed 
computation of a partial two-party function that is related to the Deutsch-Jozsa 
problem of [11]. 
In [27] Raz improved on these results by establishing an exponential separation 
between classical and quantum communication in the bounded-error probabilistic 
setting. The problem involved is the question for Alice whether her normalized n-
dimensional vector v E en, after Bob's unitary transformation U, lies in a particular 
subspace S c en or in the orthogonal complement Sl.. (The promise here is that 
the vector Uv is close to either S or SJ.. .) It is clear that this can be solved with 
only 2 log n qubits of communication if we store the coefficients of v (and U v) in the 
amplitudes of a log n qubit message. The classical lower bound, on the other hand, 
was proved to be polynomial inn. It is currently still an open problem if it is possible 
to have an exponential quantum vs. classical reduction in communication complexity 
for a total function. 
The "sampling complexity" of a function f and a probability distributionµ is the 
amount of communication that is required to create a mixture of the possible states 
(f(x,y),x,y) according to the distribution µ(x,y) over the input states. In [1] it was 
shown that we can have an exponential gap between the quantum and the classical 
sampling complexity of the DISJOINT function. 
Separations for nondeterministic (quantum) communication complexity are ex-
hibited in the articles [31] and [24]. In [7], there is a general framework for estab-
lishing lower bounds on exact communication complexity with entanglement. For the 
zero-error (Las Vegas) model, Klauck [20] has given a polynomial difference between 
the quantum and the classical setting. The question whether quantum information, 
in general, can reduce the number of rounds is addressed in [21]. (See [29, 19] for 
spectacular examples of such a reduction in the context of interactive proof systems.) 
The preliminary communication complexity results that appear in this article 
were inspired by examples of quantum nonlocality. Conversely, in [4] new powerful 
examples of nonlocality are given that follow from the result:; in [5]. 
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